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				Freebies
				
													
											
																								
							Freebies are easy modifications or accessories you can add to your S2000 for little or no money.  If you're handy with tools or familiar with basic automotive wiring you should be able to handle most of these projects.


Side Marker Modules - Schematic and parts list to build your own (since I don't sell them any more).


Door Filler Panels - Template and instructions to block off the window motor access hole


Garage Door Opener Mod - Just 'flash to pass' to open or close the garage door


Convertible Top Bypass - Allows you to raise or lower the convertible top while moving.


AC Compressor Reprogram - 2002 and up cars force the AC ON when air is directed to the windshield. This simple mod fixes it.


Security LED Blinker - Blinks the OEM security LED in 2006 and newer cars when the ignition is turned off.


Roll Hoop Speaker Upgrade - I no longer sell these kits but here is the information if you want to tackle it yourself.


Passenger Door Unlock Tricks - Options so you don't have to reach across the car to unlock the passenger door.


Accessory Power Socket Mod - Run that accessory without running the engine.


Trunk Switch Mod - If you forget to lock the glove box, the trunk is still secure.


VTEC Indicator Mod - Know for sure when you're in VTEC, and how often.


Cruise Control Mod - Easier operation of the 'Cancel' function on AP1 cars.


LED Turn Signal Hyper-Blink Fix - Modify the Blinker Relay to permanently eliminate hyper-blink
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                Vehicle Usage: Any Vehicle

        
				

        Stock: Out of Stock Available at modifry.shop see link below 
  



		

		            
	            
                $80.00        		

						        
		Qty:          
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                This product has a maximum quantity of 3

                    
              

	  
		
        
		
        
        
        
        
        

    

  

  Description

        Manuals & Help
                
            Reviews (8)
          

  This product now sold at modifry.shop (click here to be redirected).  It's the exact same item, available from a friend of mine who will be taking over some of my products


This module makes it even easier to rev-it-to-the-red without short-shifting or getting slammed by the factory rev-limiter. The included 100dB+ beeper provides 3 warning beeps prior to your shift point so you can pace your shift, regardless of which gear you are in. No more looking at the tach and you get more warning than using a simple shift light. The "pacing" of the beeps allows you to count "1,2,3,shift" and hit your shift point every time. Perfect for Autocrossers or track junkies.


Features:


	Only 3 wires needed: +12v, ground, and a tach signal (many cars can use a coil trigger or injector if they don't have a dedicated tach wire)
	Switch settings for 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, or 10-cylinder vehicles
	The "shift rpm" can be set in 100 rpm increments from 3000 to 12,900 rpm
	The spacing between "warning beeps" can be set for 100, 200, or 300 rpm increments
	The number of "warning beeps" can be changed from the standard 3 to only 1 or 2 beeps or turned off completely
	The module can drive almost any shift indicator or sounder, as long as it operates from 12 volts DC and uses 1 Amp or less



S2000 owners - Download S2000-specific installation instructions from the "Manuals & Help" tab and consider buying the optional wiring kit that includes all the wires and connectors needed to install the Shift Beeper in your car.





Note: This product is designed to operate on any vehicle with an electronic tach signal and in many cases will also work if connected to a coil trigger or fuel injector signal.  It is NOT designed to work with ignition systems that use a distributor and points, as these generate high-voltage spikes that can damage the shift beeper module.




    Modifry's Redline Shift Beeper


Instructions & Installation Manual  (Included with purchase but you can preview it here)


S2000 Installation Instructions  (only for S2000 owners)


Help for UK S2000 owners - A PDF file you can review on-line or download for reference.
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